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Considcr a gas of Bose particles interacting via a pair potential
-
i/ i..’:u’ (t’ being the dimension of the system).
The van derwaaThlimit consists in considering the thermodynamic limit
of this system, followed by lettirg tend to zero. Physically, this
means considering a sequence of systems with ever increasing range of
ititeractions, but still the range of the interaction is always
vanishing small compared to the size of the system.
Kac, Uhlcnbeck and Hemmer [1] were the first to calculate this
limit rigourously for a one-dimensional classical gas with a two-body
i nteracti on potenti al of the form
-- - €‘J..
(_..jT’ ) _)
I - “) , Sf’C’.
where .i’5-1
$ 1 o
Their results were later generalized by Lebowitz and Penrose [2] to
classital systems in any dimensions and with two-body interactions
S + ‘.I(’, : , where the short-range term q(x)
has a hard core part, bitt is, as U(x), for the rest quite arbitrary.
Tneir main result is the following
- (C’ a- C.E. ‘
- a .0
where
i) f v.d.w. (p) is the free energy of the system in the van der Waal’s
limit.




l’,._ ‘in, ‘) - . .
iv) C.E. stands for convex envelope (i.e. the greatest convex/which is
everywhere less than or equal to 1’ )





is typical for a mean field interaction. The preceding
results wcre later generalized by Li€b [3] to quantum mechanical
systems with any statistics. He derived certain results which allow
us U carry through the Lebowitz-Penrose analysis for quantum systems.
In this article, we present an alternative derivation of the
van der Waal’s limit for Boson systems. Although our analysis is
restricted to pair.-potentials of the type 2?’ (: where (x)
is a positive--definite function, it has some interesting advantages.
1) It shows quite clearly that the mean field system can be viewed
as a limit of systems with very weak interactions, but
which are extremely long range. It suggests therefore a natural
way to do perturbation theory of interacting models around the
mean field model, which is a sounder system to perturb around
than the free model, which is full of pathologies.
2) Our method is essentially easy and straighiforward.
3) It allows us to prove some result about energy level occupation
densities. Most importantly, it allows us to prove that
generalizcd condensation [4] shows up in the van der Waal’s limit
when the density is large enough. These last results are new and,
as we will explain later on, by no means trivial.
2. Description_of the model and notations.
Consider a system of N Boscns in a ; -dimersional box described
by the following Hamiltonian:
it
where are the cubes : Li , is the kinetic
energy- term derived from the one-particle Hamiltonian k = 4- L
with periodic boundary conditions on PLLt Denote the eigenvalues
of 1; by jnO< F: E:” and its corresponding
eigenvectors by
‘,
“ ‘.(Note: is of the form
Cexp’..’where - ( ‘2—”Y)1 9-fl? ?) , £ 77 )
L
We assume moruovcr that (T) is of the form















Denote the corresponding quantities for the interacting Bose gas by
C) and fl ( )
I Y { A - •-







3. Some basic results about free and mean field Bose systems. [5]
a) The free gas: (see e.g. [4]).
Denote by F(x) the function
.:3
where is the number operator
( 0; =0 corresponds to the free gas)
L
Define, as usual, the pressure ‘p () by
Llog r L exp c i-
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where Z is as in (11) and where U is the usual Heavyside function.





L —>c e’ç” ( (v?i 2 (15)n
The proof of equations (14) - (15) can be found in [6], but the idea for
\1L -the proof is actually contained in [5]. As ,; tone easily
[C.?::
verifies that (14) — (15) imply:











lim WL.( Xt XL ) Nm 0L( XL )ihn flHx )L—>cO O. k .1.1 f’t.c L>ci O, r jj L-nj “‘ tc .
I -
6.
Note that by virtue of (Ga), can also be
written as - (18)
—
In view of the results we are going to prove with respect to generalized
condensation in he van der Weal ts limit, it is very important to remark
that formulae (7) (17) actually hold for other free or mean field
systems, i.e. for other choices of the one particle Hemiltonian.
F(x) will then however no longer be given by expression (6a), hut by
the lim FL(x), where the F- are as •in (6) (see [4], and [5]).
L -
4. The pressure in the van der Wad s limit.
Our first aim is to prove an upper limit for the pressure
To do so, we use the lower bound for the interaction term derived
in [7].
Proposition 1.
urn sup p (19)
where : LJ( and (Jo) (20)
Proof: see appendix.
A lower bound can be found by noting that the function
_.I
log ir L exp_( riN’ ÷ ((f* LiL’
LL
is a convex function of x on the interval [0,1] with $O) =
and -C() (‘‘)
This implies that




To state the proposition, we define the functions P1-h. (c’)































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ihen +“•‘ lim urn inf (urn sup) 4/. un . (26)
— h-’.O 411
The result now follows by noting that
a) bL (p) are convex functions of p
b) 51, —
c) lim lim inf Chin sup) L (ii) ‘? tp)
(see (23)).
,o L.tM3 ‘inL,> 3.
A similar result can be proved, when one starts with Neumann
boundary conditions instead of periodic boundary conditions. The
result of Proposition I clearly remains true, while, by a careful
calculation, it can be shown that Proposition II also remains valid.
In fact, this can also be seen by noting that —[is, C 1j )
where t% denotes the Laplacian with Neumann boundary conditions [3]).
However, repeating the proof of Proposition II yields a weaker lower bound
in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions if p’ This is due
to the fact that, for Dirichlet boundary conditions, the condensate is not
spread out uniformly over the box: (see also [6]). Theorem I remains
however valid also for these boundary conditions, as can be found in [3].
Energy level occupation densities in the van der Waal’s limit.
We now come to the most interesting part of the article, namely,
we will now show how the preceding method allows us to find results
concerning the number of particles per energy level.






with Occ<Ano g,vct Q>-C.
These are the Hamiltonians one would get if, instead of starting with the
one-particle Hamiltonian hL, we started with = h’ + tr L_ ft )Cr S. ‘-rt•.


































































































































































































































































& ‘ J ?- I
÷ (34)
) -j- —i’ ,
- 2
Repeating the arguments of Proposition I and II, we easily find
Proposition Iii.
i) 1 im sup y -f b)
L—)
ii) urn inf Ic)) (p (p)_ 9I(1J)
_--> D H I ‘1
— L
with c satisfying (30) ct p p (C;)
I L)jO
Note that, as sc () has the properties:
i) ( is bounded;




lirn lim inf (lirn sup) \ (35)
- 0 L —> cC
-
We are now able to prove the most interesting result of this paper.
Theorem III.
For the model described in §2, one has
-. . . / /L) urn urn inf (Hrn sup) ( )
‘Xi,O L>’





ii) If P>°. then
6’ I VIurn Urn urn inf (urn sup) “ — a
e4o ).‘ .% t -p s’
&t,’X1f Lo,E) It..
Proof:
1) Let us consider the case where c=O (the case dO, has to be treated
separately, but is essentially the same).
Consider the function
ii iVyL }]._!_ log Trtexpt_t!?(W{x_pI{ —‘‘i_
a _ 1(13Tr[t*p{-f%(H _(fJ+t)N+GLtXL )fl
From Theorem II, it follows that
1..
lim liminf (lim sup) rt’-LO-) p (11+0) . p ‘‘+ (p+r
)4r L-’°
0,0- op. Ia
where cC satisfies , p÷a O’p0.
OjO
—
0 i o-> RiScr
Now, for)>oL>o 1TCcr is a convex function of o on the interval
(_E00J and
(XL
I - Int)iJJ; [o,c)
(see e.g. [8]).
Applying the Griffith’s lemma in the form (26), one finds consequently:
fa lim lim inf (lim sup) toL c (38)


















b) y>oft -V(c) — t AEL!2..
(ç) — ‘I
note that v and that - S(C t.o,co) c’ 11tt
4’co) ftt!11
—




c) j ; in this case, the result follows from comparing
right and left-harr. derivatives separately and seeing that they are
equal i..o lim L ( 3(L. ) (39c)
L-too to,L)
Combining (38) and (39a-c), expression (36) follows.
d) is now a direct consequent of (36).
We have therefore shown that generalized condensation persists in the
van der Waal’s limit. This result might not seem very surprising and
it is clear that a result like
lim lim liminf(limsup) (o )
)ckO C*O L—c.o L->c, (iuj1p (oC1
14.
(for f’” ), would be much more interesting, as it would imply
that for k small enough the interacting system has a condensate.
however, it is, as far as we know, one of the few rigourous results
about the presence of condensation in the interacting system, even
in the van der Waal’s limit. Recent studies [12], [13] show how easily
the phenomenon of Bose-Einstein condensation is destroyed when
introducing an interaction, which is however gentle enough to preserve
the singularity in the thermodynamic function. To put it differently:
the fact that lim lim inf (lim sup) j. . p’ has a singularity
2’+Q L-;°v L-’co
at v°rc , is in itself in no way evidence that there will be
condensation (see [12], [13]). As far as we know, there is only one
other rigourous result concerning the presence of Bose-Einstein
condensation: namely, if the Hamiltonian of the free gas has a gap
in its spectrum, then Bose-Einstein condensation is stable under
perturbation by any integrable two-body potential of positive type [14].
In that article, the result was proved using the Bogoliubov approximation.
It can also be proved using av-cuvnenk5 S;Mdnrj presented in this article.
tb U1DSQ
Appendix: Proofs of Proposition I and II.
Proof of Proposition I.
In a previous pap€. [7], we proved the following inequality for
a potential Lsatisfying conditions (1) - (4) :
c>o 4-kc’rc .‘y(’. L0
such that fr- L>L0,h> o and c
•cx43..,z) Z U(xz-x) )
61(i €)fl2. ,
2LY
where 0.. — fci’’xTJcsi and 1, = TJ(0)
15.
(Pc ar the condtions on the specified in {7, ae
satisfico when che ae cubes)
This impl c that
N 4 Z
(.
o (as A B imples Tr eAp- ATr exp-B
—
The result follows by taking the lirn sup and by letting tend to zero.
L co
Proof of_Propositon_II
Define he function f(x) Lv
L log irexp (-pN÷ -LJ))3]
f(x) is a convex function of x on the interval [0,1] with co =
no ji / bL ()
As f is convex, this impl
I)L( )
/L( (ii (41)
(see e g [9])
Now
( J ç c 0+ C x
(1
I çc(i ( i (42)
where siands as usu0l for a’(F)
A sih1pe inspection of the state , however, permits us to simplify
ths expiessioi. as -
a. a ) = 0 unless k1= k and k = k
I\3 ft t 4
or k1= k4 and = k3
Thercfore expression (42) reduces to (note that N a ak)








Now note that the ci genfuncti ons fI;(x) are of the form L exp- ‘ :‘)




i ; fd 1J({( L) A. ojL(
+
- L (L
To prove the proposition, one now has to observe the folowing facts.
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